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Saving Childhood offers parents and grandparents practical strategies to cope with a society

that seems perversely determined to frighten and corrupt its young. Cultural critic and popular

radio host Michael Medved and his wife, psychologist Diane Medved, argue that in a mistaken

effort to curb problems plaguing its youth, our culture has changed from protecting childhood

as a precious time of growth to hammering even the smallest youngsters with a grim, harsh,

and menacing view of the world. The Medveds systematically present unassailable scientific

evidence, moving anecdotes, and personal experiences of raising their three young children to

explain the attack from four primary directions--media, schools, peers, and even well-

intentioned parents themselves.In a unique analysis the Medveds define innocence not as

ignorance but as the result of three components--security, a sense of wonder and optimism.

They empower parents and all who care about childhood with concrete, easily accomplished

means to fend off the assault, as well as advice for handling hurdles such as the Internet,

television, peer pressure, and the plague of pessimism. Saving Childhood enables us to

restore and maintain for our children imagination, confidence, and hope for the future.



Saving ChildhoodProtecting Our Children from the National Assault on InnocenceMichael

Medved andDiane Medved, Ph.D.For our children, Sarah, Shayna, and Dannywho allow their

adoring parents to share the joy and significance of childhood innocenceIn the sun that is

young once only,Time let me play and beGolden in the mercy of his means……it was

allShining, it was Adam and maiden,The sky gathered againAnd the sun grew round that very

day.So it must have been after the birth of the simple lightIn the first, spinning place…And

nothing I cared, at my sky blue trades, that time allowsIn all his tuneful turning so few and such

morning songsBefore the children green and golden Follow him out of grace…—DYLAN

THOMAS, “FERN HILL”The world is so full of a number of things,I’m sure we should all be as

happy as kings.—ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, A CHILD’S GARDEN OF
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PublisherAcknowledgmentsWhen we began collaborating on this project two years ago, a

number of worried acquaintances warned us of potentially dire consequences to our

relationship. Marriage involves enough daily stresses and strains, they argued, without

husband and wife making a foolhardy effort to balance their contributions and define their roles

as coauthors of a demanding book. Yes, we’d written eleven previous titles combined, and

respectfully reviewed one another’s manuscripts, but we’d never before shared formal

responsibilities as we did here. As it turned out, the process proved unexpectedly pleasurable,

and caused no discernible damage to our marriage. In fact, we conclude with only intensified

mutual respect and affection. This happy surprise is due in no small part to the friends and

associates who help us in all aspects of our complicated lives.Our grateful association with our

literary agents, the father-and-son team of Arthur and Richard Pine, spans more than two

decades. Michael recommended Richard as an agent to Diane as part of our first conversation,

within minutes of meeting. We have also enjoyed productive partnerships with our insightful

editors, Hugh Van Dusen at HarperCollins (who’s worked on two Medved projects) and John

Sloan at Zondervan (who’s handled three). Our lifelong friends Denise and Judd Magilnick of

Santa Monica provided crucial research and helpful suggestions, as did our honored associate

Lissa Roche of Hillsdale College. David Altschuler offered advice and encouragement,

computer whiz Robert Brownell interrupted his triumphal progress at Microsoft selflessly to

solve mind-numbing problems at all hours of the night, while Michael’s crack radio show

producers Jeremy Steiner and Dan Sytman provided the daily support that allows such literary

and other efforts to flourish. Judith Wachs, together with Deb and Dale Leyde, proved such

splendid friends and such a generous blessing to our kids that those children happily survived

their parents’ occasional distraction. Our neighbors Rabbi Daniel and Rebbetzin Susan Lapin

(and their seven children) taught by example and, along with Yarden Weidenfeld of Toward

Tradition, shared too many mutual challenges to be specifically enumerated.Our families

offered unflagging support, particularly our parents Stanley and Genevieve Edwards of

Westlake Village, California, Renate Medved of Los Angeles, and David and Yael Medved of

Jerusalem. Michael’s brother (and prior coauthor) Harry Medved has always been



indispensable to all our endeavors—he even lived with us during the first four years of our

marriage. Our children (who ultimately displaced him), Sarah, Shayna, and Danny, though not

overlooking the irony that their parents devoted so much attention to other people’s childhoods,

nonetheless provided the impetus for this project and continue as the light of our lives. We also

must thank the wonderful staff of the King County Library System Answer line, ever-available

and ever-helpful.Finally, it is with great affection and enormous gratitude that we acknowledge

the invaluable, efficient, and consistently cheerful support of our brilliant and absolutely

irreplaceable administrative assistant, Alexis Prida. With her dedicated and exhaustive efforts

she makes our work possible. She is a daily blessing to the Medved family and, indeed, to

everyone fortunate enough to encounter her.Diane and Michael MedvedSECTION 1The

Assault1Childhood Crashed and BurnedTo Frighten and CorruptIn every corner of

contemporary culture, childhood innocence is under assault. The very idea of parental

protectiveness has been overwhelmed by relentless pressure from a society that seems

determined to expose its young to every perversion and peril in an effort to “prepare” them for a

harsh, dangerous future.From the bleakest ghettos to the most privileged suburbs, families

face the same fears. We worry not only about what might happen to our kids on the way to

school, but about what values they will learn once they get there. We’re concerned not only

with the threat of physical assault, but with the emotional and moral battering that our children

endure from peers and the media. In short, we feel powerless to counteract the implacable

social forces that push our own flesh and blood to grow up too soon—and too cynical. We may

shower youngsters with every sort of material blessing and glitzy diversion, but we can’t seem

to give them the greatest gift of all—a secure, optimistic, and reasonably sheltered

childhood.Nihilistic messages that frighten and corrupt now come at our kids from so many

directions at once that childhood innocence barely stands a chance. Consider:In Philadelphia,

a four-year-old keeps squirming away when embraced by a favorite uncle who’d come for his

weekly visit. When asked by her puzzled relative what’s wrong, she tells him that her nursery

school teacher warned her against any adults who “touch her too hard.” If he persists in

squeezing her, she tearfully informs him, she’ll have to call the police.In New York City, a ten-

year-old kisses his parents good-bye in the morning and goes off to his exclusive (and

outrageously expensive) private school. When he comes home that evening following some

after-school adventures with his best friends, he proudly displays a small silver ring inserted

into his newly pierced nose.In Dallas, a three-year-old returns from play group to regale his

disbelieving parents with an earnest, straight-faced singing and dancing rendition of “Mama’s

Got a Great Big Butt.”In Salt Lake City, a first grader begins compulsively throwing away her

previously cherished dolls, much to the horror of her parents. It takes several hours to get an

explanation: her teacher showed the class that the world was so bad—and so crowded—that

nobody should have children. The sensitive and solemn little girl didn’t even want to pretend to

raise babies of her own.In suburban Kansas, the local school board abruptly terminates an

elderly and popular crossing guard who’s worked without complaint at the same intersection for

nearly twenty years. A few suspicious parents had expressed their worries about his

affectionate attitude, and occasional hugs, to his favorite children. The officials can hardly risk

the threat of scandal or a law-suit.And in our own home, in the winter of ’94, our younger

daughter, Shayna, joins her excited kindergarten classmates for an after-school field trip to the

botanical gardens. As these neatly uniformed parochial school kids squeal and giggle in the

backseat of a van, the adults listen to the hourly news on the radio—which includes a graphic

description of Lorena Bobbitt cutting off her husband’s penis and throwing it out the window of

her car. Hearing this, our daughter covers her ears in horror and begins sobbing uncontrollably,



soon joined by two of her frightened classmates.
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Assault1Childhood Crashed and BurnedTo Frighten and CorruptIn every corner of

contemporary culture, childhood innocence is under assault. The very idea of parental

protectiveness has been overwhelmed by relentless pressure from a society that seems

determined to expose its young to every perversion and peril in an effort to “prepare” them for a

harsh, dangerous future.From the bleakest ghettos to the most privileged suburbs, families

face the same fears. We worry not only about what might happen to our kids on the way to

school, but about what values they will learn once they get there. We’re concerned not only

with the threat of physical assault, but with the emotional and moral battering that our children

endure from peers and the media. In short, we feel powerless to counteract the implacable

social forces that push our own flesh and blood to grow up too soon—and too cynical. We may

shower youngsters with every sort of material blessing and glitzy diversion, but we can’t seem

to give them the greatest gift of all—a secure, optimistic, and reasonably sheltered

childhood.Nihilistic messages that frighten and corrupt now come at our kids from so many

directions at once that childhood innocence barely stands a chance. Consider:In Philadelphia,

a four-year-old keeps squirming away when embraced by a favorite uncle who’d come for his

weekly visit. When asked by her puzzled relative what’s wrong, she tells him that her nursery

school teacher warned her against any adults who “touch her too hard.” If he persists in

squeezing her, she tearfully informs him, she’ll have to call the police.In New York City, a ten-

year-old kisses his parents good-bye in the morning and goes off to his exclusive (and

outrageously expensive) private school. When he comes home that evening following some

after-school adventures with his best friends, he proudly displays a small silver ring inserted

into his newly pierced nose.In Dallas, a three-year-old returns from play group to regale his

disbelieving parents with an earnest, straight-faced singing and dancing rendition of “Mama’s

Got a Great Big Butt.”In Salt Lake City, a first grader begins compulsively throwing away her

previously cherished dolls, much to the horror of her parents. It takes several hours to get an

explanation: her teacher showed the class that the world was so bad—and so crowded—that

nobody should have children. The sensitive and solemn little girl didn’t even want to pretend to

raise babies of her own.In suburban Kansas, the local school board abruptly terminates an

elderly and popular crossing guard who’s worked without complaint at the same intersection for

nearly twenty years. A few suspicious parents had expressed their worries about his

affectionate attitude, and occasional hugs, to his favorite children. The officials can hardly risk

the threat of scandal or a law-suit.And in our own home, in the winter of ’94, our younger

daughter, Shayna, joins her excited kindergarten classmates for an after-school field trip to the

botanical gardens. As these neatly uniformed parochial school kids squeal and giggle in the

backseat of a van, the adults listen to the hourly news on the radio—which includes a graphic

description of Lorena Bobbitt cutting off her husband’s penis and throwing it out the window of

her car. Hearing this, our daughter covers her ears in horror and begins sobbing uncontrollably,

soon joined by two of her frightened classmates.

AcknowledgmentsWhen we began collaborating on this project two years ago, a number of

worried acquaintances warned us of potentially dire consequences to our relationship.

Marriage involves enough daily stresses and strains, they argued, without husband and wife

making a foolhardy effort to balance their contributions and define their roles as coauthors of a

demanding book. Yes, we’d written eleven previous titles combined, and respectfully reviewed

one another’s manuscripts, but we’d never before shared formal responsibilities as we did here.

As it turned out, the process proved unexpectedly pleasurable, and caused no discernible

damage to our marriage. In fact, we conclude with only intensified mutual respect and affection.



This happy surprise is due in no small part to the friends and associates who help us in all

aspects of our complicated lives.Our grateful association with our literary agents, the father-

and-son team of Arthur and Richard Pine, spans more than two decades. Michael

recommended Richard as an agent to Diane as part of our first conversation, within minutes of

meeting. We have also enjoyed productive partnerships with our insightful editors, Hugh Van

Dusen at HarperCollins (who’s worked on two Medved projects) and John Sloan at Zondervan

(who’s handled three). Our lifelong friends Denise and Judd Magilnick of Santa Monica

provided crucial research and helpful suggestions, as did our honored associate Lissa Roche

of Hillsdale College. David Altschuler offered advice and encouragement, computer whiz

Robert Brownell interrupted his triumphal progress at Microsoft selflessly to solve mind-

numbing problems at all hours of the night, while Michael’s crack radio show producers Jeremy

Steiner and Dan Sytman provided the daily support that allows such literary and other efforts

to flourish. Judith Wachs, together with Deb and Dale Leyde, proved such splendid friends and

such a generous blessing to our kids that those children happily survived their parents’

occasional distraction. Our neighbors Rabbi Daniel and Rebbetzin Susan Lapin (and their

seven children) taught by example and, along with Yarden Weidenfeld of Toward Tradition,

shared too many mutual challenges to be specifically enumerated.Our families offered

unflagging support, particularly our parents Stanley and Genevieve Edwards of Westlake

Village, California, Renate Medved of Los Angeles, and David and Yael Medved of Jerusalem.

Michael’s brother (and prior coauthor) Harry Medved has always been indispensable to all our

endeavors—he even lived with us during the first four years of our marriage. Our children (who

ultimately displaced him), Sarah, Shayna, and Danny, though not overlooking the irony that

their parents devoted so much attention to other people’s childhoods, nonetheless provided the

impetus for this project and continue as the light of our lives. We also must thank the wonderful

staff of the King County Library System Answer line, ever-available and ever-helpful.Finally, it is

with great affection and enormous gratitude that we acknowledge the invaluable, efficient, and

consistently cheerful support of our brilliant and absolutely irreplaceable administrative

assistant, Alexis Prida. With her dedicated and exhaustive efforts she makes our work possible.

She is a daily blessing to the Medved family and, indeed, to everyone fortunate enough to

encounter her.Diane and Michael MedvedSECTION 1The Assault1Childhood Crashed and

BurnedTo Frighten and CorruptIn every corner of contemporary culture, childhood innocence is

under assault. The very idea of parental protectiveness has been overwhelmed by relentless

pressure from a society that seems determined to expose its young to every perversion and

peril in an effort to “prepare” them for a harsh, dangerous future.From the bleakest ghettos to

the most privileged suburbs, families face the same fears. We worry not only about what might

happen to our kids on the way to school, but about what values they will learn once they get

there. We’re concerned not only with the threat of physical assault, but with the emotional and

moral battering that our children endure from peers and the media. In short, we feel powerless

to counteract the implacable social forces that push our own flesh and blood to grow up too

soon—and too cynical. We may shower youngsters with every sort of material blessing and

glitzy diversion, but we can’t seem to give them the greatest gift of all—a secure, optimistic,

and reasonably sheltered childhood.Nihilistic messages that frighten and corrupt now come at

our kids from so many directions at once that childhood innocence barely stands a chance.

Consider:In Philadelphia, a four-year-old keeps squirming away when embraced by a favorite

uncle who’d come for his weekly visit. When asked by her puzzled relative what’s wrong, she

tells him that her nursery school teacher warned her against any adults who “touch her too

hard.” If he persists in squeezing her, she tearfully informs him, she’ll have to call the police.In



New York City, a ten-year-old kisses his parents good-bye in the morning and goes off to his

exclusive (and outrageously expensive) private school. When he comes home that evening

following some after-school adventures with his best friends, he proudly displays a small silver

ring inserted into his newly pierced nose.In Dallas, a three-year-old returns from play group to

regale his disbelieving parents with an earnest, straight-faced singing and dancing rendition of

“Mama’s Got a Great Big Butt.”In Salt Lake City, a first grader begins compulsively throwing

away her previously cherished dolls, much to the horror of her parents. It takes several hours to

get an explanation: her teacher showed the class that the world was so bad—and so crowded

—that nobody should have children. The sensitive and solemn little girl didn’t even want to

pretend to raise babies of her own.In suburban Kansas, the local school board abruptly

terminates an elderly and popular crossing guard who’s worked without complaint at the same

intersection for nearly twenty years. A few suspicious parents had expressed their worries

about his affectionate attitude, and occasional hugs, to his favorite children. The officials can

hardly risk the threat of scandal or a law-suit.And in our own home, in the winter of ’94, our

younger daughter, Shayna, joins her excited kindergarten classmates for an after-school field

trip to the botanical gardens. As these neatly uniformed parochial school kids squeal and

giggle in the backseat of a van, the adults listen to the hourly news on the radio—which

includes a graphic description of Lorena Bobbitt cutting off her husband’s penis and throwing it

out the window of her car. Hearing this, our daughter covers her ears in horror and begins

sobbing uncontrollably, soon joined by two of her frightened classmates.Admittedly, these

anecdotes represent relatively minor upsets in a world scarred by youth violence, widespread

substance abuse, teen pregnancy, and adolescent suicide. Nevertheless, such small examples

illustrate the depth—and breadth—of the problem: today, even the most conscientious and

protective parents feel helpless when it comes to shielding the innocence of their children.

Moreover, this careless cultural assault on the innocence of small children can be directly

connected to the development of more dangerous behavior in maturing adolescents. An

abundance of evidence suggests that one of the reasons today’s teenagers are more

frequently troubled and tormented than young people of previous generations is that their

parents, teachers, peers—and even the shapers of popular culture—adopted a novel and

radical approach to child-rearing in their earliest years.In her prophetic 1981 book Children

Without Childhood, Marie Winn powerfully develops the argument that civilization has recently

shifted its fundamental attitude toward nurturing the young. She writes that “the change has

occurred so swiftly that most adults are hardly aware that a true conceptual and behavioral

revolution is under way, one that has yet to be clearly defined and understood…. Once parents

struggled to preserve children’s innocence, to keep childhood a carefree golden age, and to

shelter children from life’s vicissitudes. The new era operates on the belief that children must

be exposed early to adult experience in order to survive in an increasingly complex and

uncontrollable world. The Age of Protection has ended. An Age of Preparation has set in.”In

1981, that “Age of Preparation” remained too new to properly analyze its impact on real-world

kids. Seventeen years later, however, it should be possible to determine whether this fresh

dispensation has succeeded in its own terms. Has this revolutionary, and purportedly realistic,

approach to childhood helped children cope with the challenges of contemporary life? For all

the current emphasis on preparation, are today’s kids actually well prepared?Statistical

indications are hardly encouraging.Item: Since 1960, the rate at which teenagers take their

own lives has more than tripled; by 1995, 14 percent of all those who died between the ages of

fifteen and twenty-four died at their own hands. According to the Centers for Disease Control,

in 1993 a horrifying 8.6 percent of high school students had attempted suicide in the twelve



months preceding the survey. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services reports

more than 500,000 such attempts each year—or nearly 1,400 every day.Item: “The fastest

growing segment of the criminal population is made up of children,” notes former Secretary of

Education William Bennett. Since 1965, the juvenile arrest rate for violent crimes has tripled

(with more than 100,000 annual arrests). Approximately seven teenagers die each day as

murder victims; more than 20 percent of all high school students carry a knife, razor, firearm, or

other weapon to school on a regular basis.Item: Between 1992 and 1995, use of marijuana

nearly doubled among eighth and tenth graders; 52 percent of seventeen-year-olds say that

they “know someone who sells illegal drugs”; 86 percent of teenagers in Los Angeles County

agree with the statement “marijuana is everywhere.” In 1995, the University of Michigan’s

Institute for Social Research completed a national survey showing that 50 percent of all twelfth

graders (and 40 percent of tenth graders!) have used some illicit drug, including LSD,

inhalants, stimulants, barbiturates, cocaine, and crack. According to the study’s chief

investigator, Lloyd D. Johnson, this is “a problem that is getting worse at a fairly rapid

pace.”Item: Today, 51 percent of girls and 67 percent of boys have intercourse before age

eighteen (compared to 35 percent and 55 percent in the early 1970s). About 3 million teenagers

—about one in four of those with sexual experience—acquire a sexually transmitted disease

every year. The rate of unmarried teenagers getting pregnant has nearly doubled in the last

twenty years, and today, 30 percent of all births are illegitimate. By the end of the decade,

according to the most reliable projections, 40 percent of all American births and 80 percent of

all minority births will occur out of wedlock.If the purpose of the preparation model of childhood

is to ready our kids to confront the challenges of adolescence and young adulthood, it can only

be adjudged an appalling failure. The disaster is so obvious that one can only wonder at the

unshakable determination of so much of the educational, psychological, and cultural

establishment to press on with the new approach, regardless of its consequences, extending

the assault on innocence to ever-younger victims, all in the name of equipping them for the

future. This stubbornly impractical insistence fits George Santayana’s classic definition of

fanaticism, which, he writes, “consists in redoubling your efforts when you have forgotten your

aim.”As if to remind us all how far we strayed from our original aims, and to focus urgent new

attention on the ongoing attack on old-era notions of childhood, the horrifying and officially

unconnected deaths of a pair of small girls became two of the most pondered and publicized

tragedies of recent years.Two Little GirlsIn April 1996, seven-year-old Jessica Dubroff, with her

beaming father at her side, climbed into her red booster seat aboard a Cessna 177B in

Cheyenne, Wyoming, for the second leg of what was supposed to have been her triumphant

journey as the world’s youngest cross-country pilot. Instead, minutes after takeoff in blustery

sheet-rain, Jessica, her father, and a flight instructor crashed on a residential street, sending all

three to a fiery death.Eight months later, six-year-old beauty princess JonBenet Ramsey was

found brutally strangled and sexually assaulted in the basement of her parents’ Boulder,

Colorado, home the day after Christmas. Immediately, photos of the child, in makeup and

showgirl costumes, prancing in suggestive poses on the stage of beauty pageants, flashed

across the country in magazines and on the TV news—bringing public outcry about a world

where toddlers as well as teens are immersed in adult affectations.The deaths of two bright

and beautiful children naturally provoked waves of national sorrow, but America also felt

profoundly shocked by circumstances that would not only allow but encourage youngsters to

leap prematurely and destructively into adult roles and responsibilities.Both cases highlight a

paradoxical fascination in our society with precocity. On the one hand, we find it irresistible in

its oddity. On the other, we intuitively protest and mourn the loss of precious and irretrievable



innocence.Reporters gathered eagerly when Jessica Dubroff’s father called them to cover

each stop of her planned journey. They abetted and supported the youngster’s effort, though

there was not even an official record to break. In fact, Jessica’s dad, Lloyd Dubroff, fifty-seven,

had inquired of the Guinness Book of Records about his hope of recognition for Jessica and

discovered that Guinness had dropped their “youngest-pilot” category. That didn’t deter him

from proposing the journey to his daughter, who had been taking flying lessons for only four

months, earning flight experience of just thirty-five hours.Jessica embraced her dad’s plan but,

like a typical seven-year-old on a long ride in a moving vehicle, fell asleep during the first leg of

the flight, precluding the possibility of any distinction as a cross-country pilot. That didn’t

diminish her father’s ambitions, however, and Mr. Dubroff scheduled several national press

conferences, including the final one that lingered on as the storm outside worsened. Wendy

Shalit in the Weekly Standard asked, “Why was Jessica wearing a cap that said ‘Women Fly,’

when no woman, only a little seven-year-old girl, was flying that day?…Pushy parents have

existed from time immemorial, but social pressure to protect children—particularly young girls—

also existed to check the egos of parents.”In the case of Jessica Dubroff, that ego remained on

display even after the crash that killed her. The little girl’s mother, Lisa Hathaway, told the Los

Angeles Times: “Clearly, I would want my children to die in a state of joy. I would prefer it was

not at age 7, but God, she went with her joy and her passion, and her life was in her hands.” In

her distinctly New Age home, Ms. Hathaway prohibited candy and children’s books as

inappropriately childish indulgences and instead encouraged her little girl to begin as soon as

possible to pursue adult notions of liberation. “I did everything so this child could have freedom

of choice and have what America stands for,” she declared. “Liberty comes from…just living

your life. I couldn’t bear to have my children in any other position.”The result of this attitude, and

the father’s media-driven dreams of glory, brought little Jessica Dubroff ultimately to the driver’s

seat of her doomed Cessna, in a position that utterly contradicted fundamental conceptions of

childhood. A seven-year-old little girl should be able to rely on others for her basic needs and

protection, while the pilot of a plane asks others to depend on her.“An adult with 35 hours is

just about ready for a 100-mile trip,” flight instructor John Vandevort told the Los Angeles

Times. “In Jessica’s case, they were going to go 7,000 miles. That’s not a training event. That’s

an adventure. An adult adventure.”JonBenet Ramsey also captured worldwide attention for un-

childlike activities. In the week of January 20, 1997, shortly after her death, readers gasped at

the sultry glare of the perfect rose-lipped girl who occupied full pages in Time and Newsweek

magazines. They sighed at the glitter-crowned child on the cover of that week’s People

magazine, with its article boldly headlined “Lost Innocent.” And they felt riveted and revolted by

tales of her beauty-queen mother’s ambitions for the lovely child, which juxtaposed sweet

childhood with an almost tawdry show-biz exhibitionism. For JonBenet, learning to read was

combined with lessons on how to purse her lips, parade in sophisticated clothing, and arrange

highlighted hair and harsh makeup.“Her death illuminated the peculiar world of child

pageantry,” said Newsweek, “which enlists thousands of girls below the age of 12, plus an

equal number of mothers and grandmothers, supporting a nationwide industry of contest

promoters, costume designers, grooming consultants and publishers.” Psychologist William

Pinsof, president of the Family Institute at Northwestern University, conducted extensive

studies showing that participation in child beauty contests often results in drug addiction,

eating disorders, and depression in puberty. “You end up with hollow children and narcissistic

parents,” he says of pageant participants.A New York Post article by Steve Dunleavy

concludes, “There’s no question in any investigator’s mind, in any veteran law enforcement

officer’s mind, in my mind—that little JonBenet’s persona and appearance had a lot to do with



her shocking death.” That tragedy is especially uncomfortable because it creates unnatural and

opposing pairings—innocence and seduction, childhood and death. JonBenet’s posed pout,

splashed like a coldly calculated fashion model’s smirk across so many magazine covers, both

captivated and disturbed us because of this paradox—rightfully producing anger and an

inevitably inchoate call to action.On one point, however, virtually all observers agreed: both tiny

victims had been pushed by their own parents to grow up too fast. Rather than acting as

guardians against life-and-death pressures (like piloting an airplane) and exploitation (like

parading for judges on the basis of appearance), they saw themselves as facilitators of the next

generation’s unfettered fantasies.Basking in the limelight as a pilot and a princess are more

adolescent stunts than adult activities. Parents may justify such endeavors as “natural” (and

therefore praiseworthy) little-girl desires; the children were “just doing what they wanted to do,

and we were proud of them,” said the apologists. But without parents pushing them, what child

would invent such activities?Sure, kids dream of flying airplanes—but “when I grow up,” not

now. Sure, little girls play dress-up and parade in front of a mirror—but they’re using Mommy’s

shoes and lipstick and are practicing for the day when the women’s size 8 high heels actually

fit. The full story of JonBenet Ramsey’s demise may never be known, but regardless of who

murdered the girl, there is little doubt about who murdered her innocence.In these two

heartbreaking cases, the parents were essential “enablers,” turning their own immature make-

believe into dangerous reality. They undoubtedly got a charge out of their children’s

adventures, and rationalized away any misgivings by insisting that unencumbered children

naturally know best.For JonBenet and Jessica, perhaps the essential problem went beyond the

parental pressure to leave childhood too soon; in both cases their parents’ obsessive fantasies

served to deny them childhood altogether. The earliest years in a young person’s life once

required responsible adults playing the role of benevolent authorities, putting fences around

their children not so much to keep the kids in as to keep the intrusive, abusive world out. Now

those parents have changed direction, eschewing fences as prisons and proclaiming the

menacing world “necessary reality” rather than peril. Gone is the safety of early life, and the

security of loving parental enclosure. And with that protected space to grow goes that special

time we define as childhood.The sad stories of the Dubroff and Ramsey families highlight

several essential aspects of childhood’s disappearance. For one thing, the two cases show the

way defenders of a new approach to parenting can make the paradoxical claim that they

assault childhood for the sake of children.Grim Truths, All at OnceMeanwhile, at least one

powerful source of this assault makes no claim whatsoever of altruistic intentions. The masters

of mass media insist on their right to the pure pursuit of profit, and only shrug at the possibility

that children might be wounded in the crossfire.Neil Postman of New York University

emphasizes the role of television in The Disappearance of Childhood. Where adults once could

ease children into the “secrets” of maturity, the tube presents them with the grim truths from the

earliest ages, and all at once. Even benign situation-comedies of the ’50s were bracketed by

real-life headlines touting “The News at Six”; images of accidents, murders, wars, and scandals

flashing into living rooms slashed the power of parents to shield their children’s sensitivities.At

the same time, with families pressured for higher income and women urged to take advantage

of newly opened opportunities in the workforce, a fresh emphasis in parenting emerged. David

Elkind, in his classic The Hurried Child, says that this culture of “fast-lane” striving forced a

focus on gaining an edge in the marketplace. Parents want their children to have the greatest

advantage in order to succeed—the best prep schools, the finest colleges, and ultimately the

most lucrative and prestigious careers—and so encourage them to read at earlier ages, earn

the most awards and the highest grades and scores. School programs and the media play into



parents’ desires to escalate early achievement, causing children in modern competitive homes

to rush out of childhood and into debilitating symptoms of stress.Too often, social and

economic tides inexorably erode the values that parents seek to live and impart. When parents

are asked how raising children today is different from a generation ago, they reply “there’s no

respect,” reports Dana Mack in The Assault on Parenthood. “And by this, they do not only

mean that children no longer have enough respect for parents. They mean also that the larger

culture no longer supports the family as an inviolate unit engaged in a crucial and worthy task—

the task of child-rearing.” Ms. Mack carefully details the means by which our culture

undermines parents’ traditional roles, but offers the hope of a “new familism” through which

mothers and fathers can reclaim their authority (via such methods as home schooling and

inventive work scheduling) and renew their spirits.Home TruthsEven homes that have already

taken advantage of such strategies face an uphill, everyday struggle against questionable but

all-conquering messages that can penetrate the most cunningly designed protective strategies.

Our own three children (Sarah, eleven, Shayna, nine, and Danny, five) attend Jewish religious

schools and have lived their entire lives in a home that is proudly TV-free. Nevertheless, at the

dinner table some four years ago our oldest suddenly floored us with a bizarre

question.Chewing on her brown-hair braid, with her large eyes wet and worried, our then seven-

year-old wanted to know how soon she would start to bleed. Taken aback, her mother asked

the obvious question. “Where did you hear about that?”“In my book,” Sarah replied.“What

book?”“The one I checked out at the library today,” Sarah answered. “It’s called Are You There,

God? It’s Me, Margaret. What’s all this about girls and blood?”A quick examination of the

volume in question, written by acclaimed children’s author Judy Blume, revealed that the

teenage heroine’s first period is indeed an important element of the plot. Our little Sarah took

home this book at the recommendation of a kindly neighborhood librarian who noted our child’s

precocious reading level and felt that her religious bent would help her connect with Blume’s

spiritual themes. It clearly never occurred to her that intimate details of menstruation might well

shock a reader in second grade.“You want to know about girls and blood?” Diane told her

queasy daughter, suddenly aware that all her training in psychology had abandoned her. “It’s

nothing you have to worry about right now, honey. And by the way, could you give me that

book?”And with that spare response, Sarah learned that some topics remain inappropriate for

a seven-year-old girl; she became more forcefully aware of that world of “things that you will

learn about later.” And she respected it. In fact, in more recent years, explanations of pending

anatomical changes have been received less than enthusiastically. For her, ignorance is

cherished bliss; of her own volition, Sarah prefers to resist mature realities until they are

unavoidable.In this spirit, our self-described “bookworm” endorsed a protective policy we

developed jointly for future visits to the library. Before she checks out a book and brings it home

on her own, she’ll look at the copyright date to make sure it was written before 1960. We’ve

discovered the hard way that work from these earlier days can usually be better trusted to

portray childhood the way Sarah feels it should be—with issues and problems of the sort girls

typically and appropriately confront: who will be friends with whom, how to earn spending

money, mastering a two-wheeler, or planning a surprise birthday party. In Sarah’s

unsophisticated world, teachers and parents are authorities, little brothers are pests, and

girlfriends are accomplices.And sisters can be friend or foe. One of the most charming—and

normal—entanglements is Sarah’s relationship with her sister, Shayna, who is two years, four

months, and a day younger. Here’s the poem Sarah wrote for her school newspaper:Sisters

fight,then reunite.Not long can they stay mad.Sisters can bethe best company,No better you

ever had.After you fight(then reunite)Oh boy! Are you both glad.And we are glad that our



daughters are consumed with such “old-fashioned” occupations—we work diligently to allow

them space to flourish. We’ve been told that we are disadvantaging, and perhaps even abusing

our offspring by enfolding them in our values and a (temporarily) rose-colored view of the

world. After all, shouldn’t the youngsters be properly prepared for the rough and threatening

experiences that lie ahead in adolescence and beyond?Such arguments miss the mark by

underestimating the imperial reach of contemporary culture. In even the most isolated outposts

of this country, and especially in our news-saturated home, it’s hard to escape the sad tales of

JonBenet Ramsey and Jennifer Dubroff—not to mention every shocking detail concerning

Lorena Bobbitt, O. J. Simpson, Timothy McVeigh, and even Princess Di and the president of

the United States. We don’t want to contribute even further to the encroachment of life’s

menacing, sordid, or sad circumstances by adding specific warnings, dire stories, and terrifying

images of “what might happen to you if….”Ward Cleaver Is DeadThe basic arguments against

our policy with our own kids and our position on children in general are so obvious and

commonplace that we can recite them by heart.Ozzie and Harriet, we’re repeatedly told, went

off the air more than thirty years ago, and today’s kids can hardly count on Ward Cleaver to

guide them. Indeed, 27 out of 100 children live in single-parent families; drugs and gangs are

not just clips on the evening news but facts of life in even middle-class neighborhoods; mothers

can buy hair-sample drug tests at the corner dime store. Kids arrive for kindergarten fed on

Sesame Street warnings about “uncomfortable touches” and armed with a fingerprinted “stolen

child” identification card. Your kids may come across a smattering of similarly naive offspring of

a few intact families, but just by looking around they learn that theirs is a charmed life that

could crumble at any time; that a lot of their peers see their dads only on weekends, if they see

them at all. It seems ridiculous to propose turning back the clock: analog timepieces are gone

forever, and the digits just keep flipping forward. So the popular wisdom concludes that kids

need their warnings and preparation. The dangers they face are real, and most experts insist

that advance knowledge is the only way to cope with such menace.But the depressing realities

of the world don’t negate our view; they reinforce it. The fact that children’s lives may be bleak

or miserable doesn’t mean they need reassuring and warmhearted messages less—it means

they need them more. No child of divorce wants to see a movie about another miserable kid

whose parents are fighting. No normal seven-year-old wants to be told that Mommy and Daddy

may be “bad guys” abusing dangerous substances—like the beer or aspirin some teachers ask

them to search out in their homes. When educators and parents plant in children the idea that

they should anticipate danger at every turn, fear and suspicion become the officially endorsed

daily posture—crushing childhood’s delicate spirit.Few parents realize that this demoralization

is being foisted upon their children, and upon themselves as guardians of their children’s

welfare. Worse, they seldom acknowledge the extent to which their own attitudes and

behaviors contribute to the problem. At the same time, all parents want to do whatever it takes

to give their offspring the best chance for a hopeful and rewarding life. It’s a whirlpool of forces

sucking kids and their mothers and fathers into a maelstrom of confusion, frustration, and

helplessness, blending their roles and cracking the chain of command.The result is

demonstrated in the wealth of research on the loss of that special set-aside time we

understand as childhood. Each scholar reaffirms the problem and contributes his or her own

special twist. Neil Postman lays major blame on television; David Elkind adds the culprit of

competition; Dana Mack sees these and other social forces ripping away parental authority,

and sympathizes. We agree that there’s a collusion of factors, adding that we might also look

critically at the generation that has inspired these changes—our own “baby-boomer” cohort,

with its perpetually self-absorbed and adolescent worldview. As Pogo famously declared: “We



have met the enemy, and he is us.” Facing this responsibility is the first step in fighting back

against the encroachment on the innocence of our nation’s children.Sounding the AlarmAnd

that is what this book is all about: letting parents see that they can resist the popular but

destructive philosophy they’re unthinkingly buying into—and ultimately perpetrating. We hope

to sound the alarm that families, teachers, clerics, and neighbors are often unwittingly attacking

something precious, killing something irreplaceable. And in killing innocence, they could

actually set up a self-fulfilling prophecy, creating the ominous world they try to prepare their

youngsters to survive.In the first section of this book, “The Assault,” we describe the four

ubiquitous factors that, under the banner of benevolent preparation, work to destroy innocence.

They include the media, schools, peers, and parents themselves. These factors weave the

fabric of every child’s life; they are so fundamental as to be the sources of the child’s personality

—yet in our present national climate they may actually choke off youngsters’ healthy

development and stuff them with fears, terrifying scenarios, and pessimism about the future. In

considering the way each of these influences operates in today’s world, we examine both the

what and the why; not only describing what such forces do to our kids but exploring why they

do it.
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Pat J, “Food for Thought. I agree that our children are forced to face issues that they should be
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protected from, that is one of the reasons we have chosen to home-school. Media is

everywhere so we're finding its best to manage it rather than ban it all together. The authors

truly bring up some worthwhile points that are definitely worth considering.”

The book by Michael Medved has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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